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BECOME

A RETAILER

A M  C l e a n  S o u n d



SF Distributions supports their retailers in several ways. We provide you with a personal B2B account 
where you can find all the technical information you need to start selling Newgate. Our support team 
is also there to help you with any questions you may have. SF Distributions also gladly invites you to 
our showroom in Utrecht.

Support | support@sfdistributions.com

Your orders are shipped from our in-house warehouse in the Netherlands, Utrecht. We ship 5 days a 
week from Monday till Friday. 

Logistics | logistics@sfdistributions.com

Our team of experienced salespeople at SF Distributions understand the European market well. Their 
product knowledge enables them to offer guidance and information. They are here to support you 
through the whole process.

Sales | orders@sfdistributions.com

At SF Distributions we love to create content. In combination with product descriptions, we want to 
provide you as a retailer with all the tools to make your own customers happy. 

Marketing | marketing@sfdistributions.com

In the B2B portal you can find you invoices & order confirmations. Our administration is available for 
all your questions.

Administration | admin@sfdistributions.com

How we make it funAbout

Way back in 1971, a young Anders Moesgaard was inspecting 

the damage incurred by his Roxy Music records after his older 

brother’s rambunctious partying rendered them unplayable. 

Realizing that the product he needed to whip his prized 

collection back into acceptable shape wasn’t on the market, 

he started to experiment in his parent’s garage. After a lengthy 

trial and error process, the Danish teenager finally arrived at the 

cleaning solution that formed the foundation of AM.

Today, the spirit of enthusiasm and ingenuity lives on in Anders 

Moesgaard’s two sons, Jacob and Frederik Moesgaard. Informed 

by progressive, contemporary culture, the lasting legacy of 

Danish design, and an unbridled fascination with technology, the 

next generation of AM is immersed in the contemporary, physical 

listening experience.



Cleaning Products

• Record Cleaner

• Antistatic Carbon Fibre Vinyl Brush

• Stylus Cleaner

• Record Cleaner Set

• Record Cleaner Box Set

‘The Culture of sound’



Black

SF0008AC-CS

Eliminates safely and efficiently dust, dirt and static 

buildup and cleans up to 1000 record sides

200ml non-abrasive and residue-free vinyl cleaning 

fluid and Includes lint-free cotton cloth.

Record Cleaner

Features

Antistatic Carbon Fibre Vinyl Brush

Stylus Cleaner

Black

Black

SF00012AC-SC

SF0007AC-CF

The Anti-static, ultra fine carbon fibre brush 

effectively lifts dust, grit and particles to reduce 

friction without damaging your records. 

Features: Carbon Fiber Cleaning Brush

The stylus cleaner effectively removes dust, grit and 

particles from the needle.

Features: 20ml non-abrasive stylus cleaning solution 

and brush applicator.



Black

SF00011AC-SET

Essential cleaning, stabilising and anti-

static treatment for your vinyl records 

and stylus. 

Contains: Stylus cleaner | Carbon Fiber Cleaning 

Brush | Record Cleaner 45 ML | Cloth

Record Cleaner Set Features Record Cleaner Box Set Features

Black

SF0009AC-BS

Essential cleaning, stabilising and anti-static 

treatment for your vinyl records and stylus. 

Contains: Stylus cleaner | Carbon Fiber 

Cleaning Brush | Record Cleaner 200 

ML | Cloth



Accessories

• Record shelf

• Record stand

Oak

SF0032AC-OA

Record shelf 

Features

Walnut

SF0032AC-WA

Constructed from solid walnut or oak and finished with oil, the shelf is perfect for displaying 

favorites from your collection. The shelves are designed to display one record, with plenty of room 

to hold anything from a 12” single to a double LP even in a gatefold cover. Fits to the wall using 

keyhole slots in the back to give a floating effect.

Solid walnut or oak construction

Keyhole slots in the back to give a floating effect

Dimensions: L. 32cm W. 5cm



Oak

SF0033AC-OA

Record stand 

Features

Walnut

SF0033AC-WA

Easily showcase the record currently playing on your turntable. Handmade from solid oak or walnut 

and finished with oil, the stand is a beautiful addition to your setup. The stand has two slots – one 

for single albums and one for double albums.

Solid oak or walnut construction

Small rubber feet keep the stand in place

Dimensions: L. 20cm W. 10cm



Keith Haring Collection

• Vinyl Brushes

• Cleaning Kit

Keith Haring vinyl brushes Features

Black/ White

SF0030AC-KH

Featuring iconic art by Keith Haring, the Keith 

Haring vinyl brush celebrates music-fuelled legacy 

of the legendary artist.  The Anti-static, ultra fine 

carbon fibre brush effectively lifts dust, grit and 

particles to reduce friction without damaging your 

records.

Carbon Fiber Cleaning Brush



Keith Haring vinyl Cleaning Kit 

Features

Black / White

SF0031AC-KH

Featuring iconic art by Keith Haring, the Keith Haring vinyl brush celebrates music-fuelled legacy of 

the legendary artist. Essential cleaning, stabilising and anti-static treatment for your vinyl records 

and stylus. 

Contains: Stylus cleaner | Carbon Fiber Cleaning Brush | Record Cleaner 45 ML | Cloth | canvas bag



SF Distributions B.V.

Winthontlaan 30A

3526 KV Utrecht

The Netherlands

Phone: +31 (0) 30 6622470

E-mail: orders@sfdistributions.com

CoC: 60992492

VAT: NL854154486B0

Contact


